SAX CASES
CHARACTERISTICS
This model includes significant improvements in terms of protection, functionality and versatility. The instrument is better protected as it rests
on three padded areas. In this way the transmission of the impact is minimum and the drying of pads becomes easier.This model was designed
for saxophone with detachable neck. The case can be carried out comfortably as a rucksack due to two built-in ergonomic straps making very
easy and safe the transport of the instrument on bicycle/motorbike

Instrument compatibility

SOPRANO SAX CASE L

Its new and versatile design makes possible to use
it both for current models of the world's most
recognized brands (Buffet, Conn, Jupiter,
Keilwerth, Selmer, Yamaha, Yanagisawa, ect ...),
and for vintage. models (Martin, Buescher , etc.)

SOPRANO SAX CASE XL

Weight.- 2’1 kg
External dimensions.- 62 x 14 x 24

Weight.- 2’5 kg
External dimensions.- 71 x 14 x 26

ALTO SAX EV-1 CASE
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Weight.- 2’25 kg
External dimensions.- 67 x 14 x 36

ALTO SAX EV-3 CASE
Weight.- 2’9 kg
External dimensions.- 55 x 19 x 37

SOPRANO / ALTO SAX EV-3 CASE
Weight.- 3’1 kg
External dimensions.- 55 x 21 x 37

TENOR SAX EV-1 CASE

Weight.- 3 kg
External dimensions.- 87 x 21 x 40

BARITONE SAX EV-1 CASE
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Weight.- 5’6 kg
External dimensions.- 117 x 22 x 49

CLARINET CASES
CHARACTERISTICS
The instruments rest on elastics supports being suspended inside the case. In this way the transmission of the impact is minimum and
the drying of pads becomes easier. The case can be carried out comfortably as a rucksack due to two built-in straps making very easy
and safe the transport of the instrument on bicycle/motorbike.
Inside: Polystyrene structure and high density polyurethane foam. Foamed high-quality velvet lining. Outside: Fiberglass glossy. YKK
zipper closure. Include one handle.
Instrument compatibility:
Its new and versatile design makes possible to use it both for current models of the world's most recognized brands (Buffet, Selmer,
Yamaha, etc…).

CLARINET CASE
CHARACTERISTIC
This model has been designed for a Bb clarinet. The case holds
2 barrels, 1 mouthpiece, reeds, tuner, tools, cleaners, etc.

Weight.- 1 kg
External dimensions.- 19’5 x 10’5 x 40
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2 CLARINETS CASE
CHARACTERISTICS:
This model has been designed for Bb clarinet + A clarinet and
big capacity for accessories. The case has place for 5 barrels,
3 mouthpieces, case for reeds, tuner, tools, cleaner, etc..

Weight.- 2’4 kg
External dimensions.- 17 x 32 x 48
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TRUMPET CASES
1 TRUMPET CASE
CHARACTERISTICS
The case can be carried out comfortably as a rucksack due to two built-in ergonomic straps making very easy and safe the transport of
the instrument on bicycle/motorbike.
Compartments: Two inner closed compartments one for straight mute and one for 2 mouthpieces.
Outer pocket for music scores with capacity for tablet or a laptop.
Instrument compatibility: Its new and versatile design makes possible to use it both for current models of the world’s most
recognized brands (Conn, Jupiter, B&S, Stomvi, Yamaha, Bach, etc …).

Weight.- 1’85 kg
External dimensions.- 17 x 36 x 56

Weight.- 2’3 kg
External dimensions.- 17 x 20 x 56’5
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2 TRUMPETS & PICCOLO CASE
DESCRIPTION:
The case is designed for trumpet players that used trumpets with different tunings. It can be used to carry on 2 trumpets +
piccolo trumpet, or 2 trumpets plus mutes and accessories
Compartments: The case can be carried out comfortably as a rucksack due to two built-in straps making very easy and safe the
transport of the instrument on bicycle/motorbike
Outer pocket for music scores with capacity for table/Laptop
Instrument compatibility: Its new and versatile design makes possible to use it both for current models of the world’s most
recognized brands (Conn, Jupiter, B&S, Stomvi, Yamaha, Bach, etc …).

Weight.- 3’75 kg
External dimensions.- 22 x 34 x 64

3 TRUMPETS CASE
Weight.- 3’75 kg
External dimensions.- 22 x 34 x 64
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4 TRUMPETS CASE
Weight.- 4’2 kg
External dimensions.- 20 x 42 x 60

DESCRIPTION:
The case has been designed to meet the needs of professionals who use trumpets in different shades, piccolos and flugelhorns. It can
be used to carry either 4 trumpets, or 3 trumpets and piccolo, or 3 trumpets and mutes, or 2 trumpets and flugelhorn plus accessories.
COMPARTIMENTS:
The case has two ergonomically designed hangers attached to the structure to make it easy to carry as a rucksack, making it easy to
transport by bike/motorbike.
On the outside there is a bag for scores with capacity for a tablet/laptop.
INSTRUMENT COMPATIBILITY:
The new design of the case allows it to be used for the current models of the most renowned brands worldwide (Conn, Jupiter, B&S,
Stomvi, Yamaha, Bach, etc.)

TRUMPETS + FLUGLEHORN CASE
Weight.- 3’75 kg
External dimensions.- 22 x 34 x 64

Many posibilities:

Flugelhorn + trumpet
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Flugelhorn + accesories
Trumpet + accesories

FRENCH HORN CASES
FIX FRENCH HORN CASE
DESCRIPTION:
This model includes significant improvements in terms of protection, functionality and
versatility. .
The case can be carried out comfortably as a rucksack due to two built-in ergonomic
straps making very easy and safe the transport of the instrument on bicycle/
motorbike.
Outer pocket for music scores with capacity for tablet/laptop
Design compatibilities: This model is compatible with models of well-known brands as
(Alexander, Conn, Jupiter, Yamaha, ect…)

Weight.- 2’95 kg
External dimensions.- 34 x 47 x 63

DETACHABLE FRENCH HORN CASE
Weight.- 3’20 kg
External dimensions.- 27 x 30 x 55

DESCRIPTION:
This model includes significant improvements in terms of protection, functionality and
versatility. .
The case can be carried out comfortably as a rucksack due to two built-in ergonomic straps
making very easy and safe the transport of the instrument on bicycle/motorbike.
Outer pocket for music scores with capacity for tablet/laptop
Design compatibilities: This model is compatible with models of well-known brands as
(Alexander, Conn, Jupiter, Yamaha, ect…)
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DETACHABLE FRENCH HORN EVOLUTION FLIGHT
DESCRIPTION:
The new model Flight, is the evolution of our old model Airline Confort,It is very popular between professionals players due the
relationship quality/price The lid new design make very easy the storage of the bell. The body is better protected as it rests on a
padded areas. In this way the transmission of the impact is minimum
Place for two mutes. Bag for accessories included.
The case can be carried out comfortably as a rucksack due to two built-in ergonomic straps making very easy and safe the transport of
the instrument on bicycle/motorbike.
Outer pocket for music scores with capacity for tablet/laptop

Weight.- 2’95 kg
External dimensions.- 34 x 47 x 63

DETACHABLE FRENCH HORN EVOLUTION FLIGHT MODEL “Engelbert Schmid”
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NATURAL HORN CASE

Compact design
Handmade
Big capacity:
From C alto to B basso
(10 croocks)
plus one extra tuning slide

Maximum protection
High quality material
Backpack straps
One handle
Measures: 63 x 47 x 34 cm
Weight: 3’5 kg (empty)
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TROMBONE CASES
TENOR TROMBONE & BASS TROMBONE CASE
DESCRIPTION:
This model EV-II is the result of 3 years developing the old model EV-I to reach the following points:
1. The body and the Slide are totally fixed. The pads and Velcro straps were removed due they not totally avoid displacement.
2. Better protection of the Slide. The slide is kept inside a bag attached to the lid that not only protect the slide, also prevents damage the bell
3. Biggest inside capacity foe accessories, two inner compartments and special place for 2 mouthpieces
4. The case can be carried out comfortably as a rucksack due to two built-in straps making very easy and safe the transport of the instrument
on bicycle/motorbike
Outer pocket for music scores with capacity for tablet/laptop
Design compatibilities: Model available for traditional models as open warp with attachment more common with models of well.known brands
as (Bach, B&S, Conn, Edwards, Jupiter, Kuhnl & Hoyer, Shires, Voigt, Yamaha, etc…).

Weight.- 3’8 kg
External dimensions.- 27 x 33 x 99

Weight.- 4’65 kg
External dimensions.- 32 x 36 x 99
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ALTO + TENOR TROMBONE CASE
DESCRIPTION:
Case for Alt+Tenor Trombon, both with Attachment or without .
This model has a central divider protection between the two instruments. Two pockets for mouthpieces and accessories.
The case can be carried out comfortably as a rucksack due to two built-in straps making very easy and safe the transport of the
instrument on bicycle/motorbike
Outer pocket for music scores with capacity for table/Laptop
Design compatibilities: Model available for Tenor Trombon máximum bell diameter of 22’5 cms and Alt trombón máximum inner bell
diameter of 18,5 cms compatible with models of well.known brands as (Bach, B&S, Conn, Edwards, Jupiter, Kuhnl & Hoyer, Shires,
Voigt, Yamaha, etc…).

Weight.- 4’35 kg
External dimensions.- 29 x 33 x 96

TRUMPET + TENOR TROMBONE CASE
Weight.- 4 kg
External dimensions.- 29 x 33 x 96
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DETACHABLE TENOR TROMBONE CASE
DESCRIPTION:
It is our pleasure to introduce you our new Bag’s case for Tenor Trombone with detachable bell.
This case meticulously cares for all parts of the trombone (bell, body, and slide); whose elements are
perfectly covered.
Bell
A “cap” has been designed for the bell that completely covers the it with velur textile and a hard part of
lined cardboard, avoiding possible accidental impacts of any detachable element or other parts of the
instrument.
Body
The body of the instrument is fixed with a strap that prevents the body from any loosen or falling out of
possible carelessness. In addition the bell does not have any physical contact with the slide or the bell.
Slide
The slide is perfectly fixed and covered by nylon textile, preventing any accidental impact from the body or
bell.
Accessories compartments
The case has two sections to place accessories, mouthpieces, slide oils, etc …
As in other Bags cases, the case has a bag where sheet music, iPad and other items can be placed.
Thanks to its measurements, and its aesthetics, the case could be confused with a Viola or Violin case,
and be seen with very good eyes at the boarding gate.

Weight.- 3’5 kg
External dimensions.- 14 x 30 x 92
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EUPHONIUM CASES
DESCRIPTION:
This model includes: 2 wheels for transport, Pocket for mouthpiece and accessories
The case can be carried out comfortably as a rucksack due to two built-in straps making very easy and safe the transport of the
instrument on bicycle/motorbike
Outer pocket for music scores with capacity for table/laptop
Design compatibilities: This model can be used for Bb Euphonium of 3 or 4 valves.
Originally designed for profesional models, is compatible with models of well known brands as Besson, Yamaha, Adams, Willson, etc…

Weight.- 4’3 kg
External dimensions.- 35 x 50 x 80
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COLORES - COLOURS - COULEURS - FARBEN

SERIE
BASIC
NARANJA - ORANGE

FUSIÓN BLANCO - WHITE FUSION
FUSION BLANC - WEISS FUSION

FUSIÓN NEGRO - BLACK FUSION
FUSION NOIR - SCHWARZ FUSION

AZUL - BLUE - BLEU - BLAU

AMARILLO - YELLOW
JAUNE - GELB

ROJO - RED - ROUGE - ROT

BLANCO - WHITE
BLANC - WEISS

VERDE - GREEN
VERT - GRÜN

SERIE METALIC
FUCSIA - FUCHSIA

BLANCO - WHITE
BLANC - WEISS

GRAFITO - GRAPHITE
GRAPHIT

ORO - GOLD - OR - GOLD

ROJO - RED - ROUGE - ROT

NARANJA - ORANGE

NEGRO - BLACK
NOIR - SCHWARZ

VERDE - GREEN
VERT - GRÜN

AZUL - BLUE
BLEU - BLAU

COBRE - COPPER
CUIVRE - KUPFER

SERIE INNO

ROSA - PINK
ROSE - ROSA

TABACO - TOBACCO
TABAC - TABAK

AZUL/VERDE -BLUE/GREEN
BLEU/VERT - BLAU/GRÜN
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Made in Spain
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